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Personal Details 

Name:  Taylah Farrell               Date of Birth:  20/11/1996 

Address: 1 Tooma Avenue, Berridale 

Mobile:           0429 888 784   

Email:  taylahfarrell1996@gmail.com 

 

Personal Statement 

In the future, I hope to be a successful, hardworking individual in all aspects of my life. 

I have come to appreciate and realise that in order to get anywhere you need to work hard and desire 

greatness. You need to be motivated, organised and independent while also being able to seek aid and 

listen to the opinions and guidance of others. 

 

 Regarding my professional life, I would like to work in a fast paced, engaging workplace that is 

proud of its business, staff and service. I am not afraid of hard work, managing staff and putting in 

extra effort and commitment where required.  

 

Emergency Contact Details 

Name:  Leigh Farrell  Relationship: Father 

Mobile: 0477 313 510   

 

Employment History 

2017-2018: The Moonah Hotel- Assistant Venue Manager 

 This position was by far the most challenging- and the most beneficial. I took care of banking, policies 

and procedures, admin, staff management, ordering and the day to day running of the entire hotel and 

day/night shifts; under the direction of the new licensee. I designed the restaurant- would write up and 

print specials menu’s- come up with bar and food promotions. I would also co-ordinate with reps and 

complete the alcohol ordering on a week to week basis considering day to day trade, events and busy 

weekends. I would also take care of all social media, email & phone call communication and take care 

of function co-ordination as well as organise & attend meetings with representatives. I was also trained 

to fix and amend the POS systems and modify them with new menu options and specials. This position 

required hard work, learning on the job, being a competent manager and most importantly good time 

management and organisation. 

  

2016-2017: Lenna of Hobart- Reception & GSO 

During my time at Lenna I carried out many duties. I was a receptionist, checking in guests, taking care 

of their needs, filing and co-ordinating future bookings within the system. I was also answering phone-

calls, forwarding them where necessary, answering questions related to the hotel, and Hobart surrounds, 

as well as replying to emails. I was also responsible for cash handling, printing reports and checking all 



information before starting the day. I also carried out Guest Services tasks, this included working in the 

breakfast room and bar- room checks, ordering, house-keeping and various other tasks.  

 

2015-2017: Global Partners for Change Media Co-Ordinator. 

This job entailed contact the media when events were coming up and organising coverage, media 

releases and anything else that might be needed. It required a high level of computer skill, using 

Microsoft and organisational skills- keeping track of meetings and communications. When there were 

no events I looked after the social media aspects of the business, posting on Facebook and Instagram- 

as well as co-ordinating meetings between other members and taking care of communications in a P/A 

circumstance. 

 

2016-2017: MONA Festival Food and Beverage Attendant. 

I was food and beverage attendant throughout the festival periods. During these times I was often self-

managed and conducted myself professionally and respectively. I worked flexible hours and have no 

issues with the busy day/nights. I was also left as organiser and manager for the higher-end whisky bar 

which had multiple high-end functions during the Summer festival.  

 

2012-2015: Mures- Shift Supervisor, Customer service and Back of House Worker. 

During this employment I handled fresh produce (fish, and salads etc) as well as all the cooked goods. 

I had to conduct myself according to this, following all health and safety procedures. I worked front of 

house, on the counter and handling food. I was also trained to work efficiently back of house cleaning 

etc. I was trained to work in the Café section and handle all bar services. I trained many employee’s 

and was often left in charge of the sections I was working in.  

 

Education History 

Present- University of Tasmania- Sandy Bay Campus                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

2013-2014_ Hobart College 

2009-2012- Dominic College (Gr7-Gr10) 

 

Qualifications: 

➢ RSA- Responsible Service of Alcohol 

➢ Barista Basics Certificate   

➢ Keno Senior Writer & RCG 

➢ TCE Certificate 



 

 

 

Personal Skills and Strengths 

Learning 

• I’m a very quick learner, I can adjust to different computer systems quickly and become totally 

capable within a short amount of time. 

• I am excellent at remembering orders and information with very little issue. 

• I am able to remember safety procedures and workplace process’ in order to make sure my 

service and work is to the absolute best of my ability.  

Communication 

• My communicational skills have seen me perform well in my work appraisals. 

• I make sure my staff and customers leave happy with my service and work ethic. 

• I am totally capable and efficient when communicating with other staff. 

• I can communicate with colleagues and customers in an efficient and effective way, ensuring 

they receive the best service. 

Team Work 

•  I can effectively work with others without complaint, or a bad attitude. 

•  I can ensure that while I am working with others the standard remains excellent and all tasks 

are carried out quickly to the best of my abilities. 

• I have also been called a great leader; I can train others around me quickly and effectively. 

Problem Solving 

•  I believe I can solve many customer-orientated problems, such as angry customers, mishaps in 

the customer environment and confused customers. I am capable of helping these customers 

quickly, with the best quality and a smile. 

• When I am unsure of how to do something, I am not afraid to ask for help. 

Self-Management/Preparing and Organisation 

• Once in a workplace I am quickly able to organise in a workplace environment. I pride myself 

on punctuality and will always arrive earlier than my required start time. I am able to organise 

myself and have no problems calling a supervisor or manager if there is a problem with my 

shifts and in this regard, I will always adhere to the business policies and procedures. I take 

pride in my appearance and always make sure that I look clean, approachable and presentable. 

Technology 

• |I am great with technology. I am able to navigate my way through computer systems quickly 

and efficiently. I am also highly capable of adjusting to machinery. I am also highly competent 

with Microsoft and various POS systems. 

 



 

References: 

 

Ken Strong  

Previous Venue Manager at The Moonah Hotel 

Contact Number: 0457 222 976 

 

Callum Dupree 

Co-Manager at The Moonah Hotel 

Contact Number: 0477 088 525 

 

 

I look forward to hearing from you and am available to answer any questions you may have. 

 

 


